Our extraordinary
Solar System

Y

OU HAVE probably
heard the idea that
human beings are just
ordinary animals, living
on an ordinary planet, in
an
ordinary
solar
system, in an ordinary
galaxy, in one universe
among
many
and
nothing special.

Our extraordinary
Human Existence
very unlike our Solar System, which is quite
exceptional; it is not ‘ordinary’ at all.

Dr Donald Boyd

EVERY ONE of these phrases is not only
wrong but they are lies. A lie is a deliberate
contradiction of the truth.
Human beings
There is nothing in the Universe more
extraordinary than human beings. We
have no evidence of any form of
intelligence even remotely like the human
being.
The most complex piece of matter in the
whole Universe is the human brain. You
are not ‘an accident of nature’ nor the
product of chance. This is part of the glory
of God our Creator, and you can
experience its power in your own being.
The Earth
There is no planet in the Universe which
supports life other than the Earth. It is not
an ordinary planet, so why do people say
that it is? Why don’t they simply tell the
truth? Do they have a problem with it? Are
they frightened of telling the truth?
The Solar System
There is nothing ‘ordinary’ about our Solar
System. All other known solar systems are
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The Milky Way Galaxy
There are very many different types of
galaxy.
We know about the Universe
because we have only one Sun and at
night-time we can see the stars. Some
galaxies have so many stars that it could
be daylight all the time and we would not
be able to see the rest of the Universe. It is
because of the darkness of night-time that
we can study the Universe.
One Universe
Atheists don’t like the idea of God and the
idea of one Universe upsets them, because
it suggests that there may be a Creator of
this one Universe. So they have invented
the idea of many universes to get round
this suggestion. However, there is no
evidence whatsoever that there are other
universes. They have been invented to get
rid of the idea of God as the Creator of our
one Universe.
Can you face reality?
People think they can ignore God. They
cannot face up to the fact that God made
us.
“Because they did not like to retain God in
their knowledge, God gave them over to a
reprobate mind to do those things which
are not convenient. Professing themselves
to be wise, they became fools”, said the
apostle Paul in his letter to the Romans in
the Bible.
In fact, there is so much common sense in
the Bible that you may want to read it for
yourself.
GO ON — WILL YOU READ THE BIBLE
FOR YOURSELF?

TWITTER ALERT
Before you tweet, or speak, put your words
through these three sieves:
Is it TRUE?
STOP, if not!
Is it NECESSARY? GET READY to continue
Is it KIND?
Okay to GO.

NEW BIRTH
Jesus is looking for new disciples. He
has commissioned His Church to find
them.

“Let your words be seasoned with salt”

If you are interested, give Donald a
phone:
01463 796952

IGNORING WISDOM

THE HAPPY MAN

Pro 1:20 Wisdom shouts in the streets:
Pro 1:21 in the main places where people gather:
Pro 1:22 How long, simpletons, will you love
simplicity? and scorners delight in scorning,
and fools hate knowledge?
Pro 1:23 Turn at my reproof: look, I will pour out
my Spirit upon you, I will teach you my words.

“NOTICE, happy is the man whom God corrects:
therefore do not despise the correction of Almighty
God” Job 5:17

HOWEVER
Pro 1:24 Because I have called, and you refused; I
have stretched out my hand, and no-one paid
any attention;
Pro 1:25 But you have devalued all my advice,
and don’t want any of my correction:
Pro 1:26 I also will laugh at your calamity; I will
mock when your fear comes;
Pro 1:27 When fear comes as desolation, and
your destruction comes as a whirlwind; when
distress and anguish come upon you.

People don’t know where to find God. An
atheist had a notice on his bedroom wall
above his bed which read:

TOO LATE
Pro 1:28 Then shall they call upon me, but I will
not answer; they shall seek me early, but they
shall not find me:
Pro 1:29 because they hated knowledge, and did
not choose the fear of the Lord.
Pro 1:30 They didn’t want my counsel: they
despised all my reproof.
THEIR OWN CHOICE
Pro 1:31 Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of
their own way, and be filled with their own
devices.
Pro 1:32 For the turning away of the simple shall
slay them, and the prosperity of fools shall
destroy them.
Pro 1:33 But whosoever listens to me shall dwell
safely, and shall be at peace from the fear of
evil.

Better late than never; pray and come to
Jesus now before it is too late.

WHERE IS GOD?

GOD is NOWHERE
His young niece was learning to read, so
he asked her to read it out. One word was
too long for her to read, so she read:
GOD IS NOW HERE
God is everywhere, even in yourself. You
have been created in the image of God.
This is why you can think about Him.
The thing inside you which thinks “I am
happy”, or sad, loves or hates, is your soul.
Your soul is eternal—it will never die. It will
end up in heaven with God, or without God
in hell.
So — if people don’t want God, He will not
force them into heaven. They will find out
in hell what it is like to be without God.
Journalists write about Hell on earth — but
Hell in eternity is even worse.

